Introduction to special issue on adaptive optics for vision
Adaptive optics technologies were adopted from astronomical imaging in the early 1990s and are now widely used in research laboratories to investigate vision.
This special issue provides a glimpse of the current state of the field, with contributions presenting advances enabled by adaptive optics in the areas of visual testing and retinal imaging. As adaptive optics mirrors mature, lasers and optoelectronic components become more affordable, and the design of instruments become more efficient and more compact, and new applications arise which bring the technology closer to being a valuable diagnostic tool.
Research contributions in the special issue are introduced by an overview article in which an extensive group of adaptive optics researchers share their opinions on technical aspects of the current technology as well as technical details of applications being developed in their laboratories. They also comment on their view of future developments of the technology, and prospects for adaptive optics to move from the laboratory to the clinic.
The overview article, as well as individual contributions, address the major current applications of adaptive optics to vision science, understanding and controlling the role of optical aberrations in vision, and allowing analysis of the structure and function of the retina at the cellular level. The impact of aberrations on visual performance can be assessed with these devices, eliminating aberrations completely to isolate the role of optical degradation in vision, and acquire insights on neural adaptation to blur. Simulated aberrations have also proven important for studying the optimal design of single or multi-focal lenses for intraocular implant or for contact lenses fitted to the cornea for correction of normal aberrations, presbyopia or aberrant optical systems such as those due to keratoconus. In this special issue adaptive optics is used to investigate neural adaptation in the periphery in myopes and emmetropes (Ghosh, Zheleznyak, Barbot, Jung, & Yoon, 2017) , to test the visual improvements following perceptual training in highly aberrated eyes (Sabesan, Barbot, & Yoon, 2017) , and to simulate multifocal patterns to investigate differences in visual perception that arise from different lens designs (Vinas et al., 2017) .
With adaptive optics systems, visual stimulation can be confined to single photoreceptors, providing a detailed understanding of how vision changes at the edge of regions of retinal degeneration. In retinal imaging, the correction of aberrations has led to exquisite views of cone and rod photoreceptors, retinal pigment epithelium and other cells in the retinal neuronal network. This approach provides new insights at the highest resolution into both structural retinal architecture and functional vision examined in situ. In this special issue a multimodal adaptive optics retinal imaging system reveals the relations between cone acuity and retinal structure (Baraas, Gjelle, Finstad, Jacobsen, & Gilson, 2017) , to investigate the relation of cone density in the fovea and the preferred locus for fixation (Wilk et al., 2017) , as well as how the cones of the fovea are packed (Sawides, de Castro, & Burns, 2017) and the inter-relation between foveal and parafoveal cone density (Elsner et al., 2017) .
Adaptive optics instruments are rapidly evolving into more practical devices that can be routinely used in clinics, either as compact visual simulators for determining optimal optical corrections in patients, for the early diagnosis of retinal disease and monitoring of cell rescue therapies and as fundamental tools for understanding how the eye works (Marcos et al., 2017) . This special issue gives a flavor of current research investigations using adaptive optics, improvements to these devices being tested in many laboratories, and insight into what the future can provide.
